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CHARLES C. CHANDERLIN

RINCE Edward Island Bent seed is grown under the
supervision of the Seed Commissioner of the Dominion of Canada.
Prince Edward Island Bent seed is acclimated to
withstand the severe winters. The 95 % pure seed carries
a minimum of weed seeds which means a material saving in labor for the hand weeding of a green. It is
practically pure as to variety and will produce a turf
uniform in color and texture.
The writer is a member of the Green committee of
the Cedarbrook Country Club in Philadelphia, where
many experiments have been made with this particular
strain of bent. We started a nursery at Cedarbrook
with the idea of using it in patching up our greens,
when removing white clover patches and repairing damaged spots. After using the entire nursery, we found,
very much to our surprise, that the nursery re-established itself.
Early last spring, we decided to use, when composting our greens, five pounds Prince Edward Island bent
seed in the top dressing. The results were highly gratifying. This bent turf looks very similar to pure velvet bent.
Editor's Note.
Mr. Chanderlin has been connected zvith the Philadelphia Seed
Co. for seventeen years and is in charge of their grass seed
department.
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SelfAdjusting
Smooth mowing is
permanently
assured
with F. & N. TITAN
Fairway Mowers by
the patented F. & N.
Self-Adjusting
Device
in the revolving reel.
No attention or difficult adjustments
by
hand are
necessary.
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Fairway Equipment
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O stand the gaff of rugged, heavy tractor service, mowers must be designed and
built especially for this work. F. & N. TIT A N Fairway Mowers are! They're large—
drive wheels are 17 inches high. They stay
in alignment—the interlocking
frame and
cutter bar assure this. They run easily, cut
smoothly for an unusually long time—assured by gears cut from drop-forged, carbonized steel, running in oil-tight gear case.
Also assured by genuine, heavy duty, Timken
Roller Bearings; five tempered crucible tool
steel blades. Least attention and care are
required, too, because of the automatic gear
shift, the patented self-adjusting device, and
other superior and exclusive features that
gladden the hearts of caretakers. Get all the
facts. Write us today for catalog and prices.
Supplied in gangs of three or five for
Fordson, Staude, International and any
other tractor, complete with attachments and Hexible, all-steel frame.

We will exhibit at the International Golf Show,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago, March 12-17,1928

If You Would Keep
GOOD TURF—Protect i t !
Merion
Cricket
Club
Philadelphia
"One of
Our Uteri"
Wide
World
Photos

Y " O U have spent much time and money to get
•*• those beautiful fairways and greens,—and
well you know how easily they get damaged.
It is not generally known, however, that dull
lawnmower blades will pull and tear the turf,
making bad spots easily noticeable.
The Peerless Lawnmower Sharpener is a simple but wonderful machine that sharpens all
makes of Lawnmowers
scientifically—quickly—
perfectly;
does the work as nothing else can.
Grinds a perfect bevel and clearance—mowers
cut like a pair of new shears.
Operated by a M) H. P. motor—attach it to your
light socket. Special Grinding Wheel for sharpening grass shears, sickles, scythes, axes, etc.
Skate Sharpener Attachment included—sharpens
all makes of skates. Will pay for itself the first
season.
Hundreds of Golf Clubs, large and
small, use the Peerless. Write for Catalog
and list of users.

The Fate-Root-Heath Co.
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825 Bell St.
Plymouth, Ohio

LAWN MOWER CO.
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Say you saw the ad in The National Greenkeeper

